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Abstract
Sixteenth-century France was a vigorous, expansionist nation emerging from feudalism
and dreaming of empire. In May 1565, a French fleet under command of Jean Ribault
assembled to re-supply the nascent colony of La Caroline in present-day Jacksonville,
Florida. Within weeks of its departure, the Spanish king sent Pedro Menéndez to
intercept Ribault and eradicate La Caroline. With the aid of a fierce storm that wrecked
Ribault’s four largest ships, Spanish forces would deal the deathblow to French Florida.
In July 2014, LAMP will launch an expedition to search for the lost French fleet in the
waters of Canaveral National Seashore.
The French Colonization Attempt in Florida, 1562-1565
In early 1562 the Admiral of France, Gaspard de Coligny, convinced France’s
Queen Mother Catherine de Medici to finance a colonization expedition to La Floride.
Catherine was eager to assert France’s territorial claim to North America, and to seize the
opportunity for increased commerce and an influx of valuable resources, including
perhaps vast deposits of precious metals. In addition, the planned settlements,
envisioned as providing a refuge for Protestant Huguenots, were seen as a way to ease
religious conflict which had been tearing the country apart (Bennett 2001:13). Coligny, a
Huguenot leader, had prompted an earlier, unsuccessful settlement attempt on the coast
of Brazil in 1555. This time around the endeavor was to be made in Florida, which was
perfectly situated for potential strikes along Spain’s treasure flota route and in the Spanish
Caribbean (McGrath 2000).
The well-known sea captain Jean Ribault, of Dieppe, was chosen to lead the
expedition, with Captain René de Laudonnière second in command. Nicolas Barré, who
had navigated Florida waters during the 1555 settlement attempt, would serve as chief
pilot. A crew was assembled at Havre-de-Grâce (present-day Le Havre, France) for either
two or three ships (Bennett 2001:14; Armstrong 2001:3–4). Armed with as much as 25
bronze cannon, the flotilla with around 150 men departed France on 18 February 1562.
After crossing the Atlantic along a circuitous route to avoid Spanish warships, the
coast of Florida was sighted, and on the first of May the flotilla entered a newly
discovered river. This was named the River of May, and is known today as the St. Johns
River, which bisects the city of Jacksonville. The Frenchmen spent several days
reconnoitering the countryside, and making relations with the seemingly friendly
Timucuan native peoples. After erecting a stone column on the south bank of the river to
claim the land for France, the expedition departed and sailed north, exploring the
coastline along the way. They built a fort, named Charlesfort, at present-day Parris Island,
South Carolina. Around thirty men stayed behind while the main group, which by this
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time included many reluctant colonists, returned to France (McGrath 2000:78-83; Bennett
2001:14-16).
Ribault’s intention was to gather more colonists and supplies and return to ensure
the permanency of the Charlesfort settlement. But France was engulfed in a religious civil
war, and as Dieppe fell to Catholic forces commanded by the Duke of Guise Ribault fled
to England, where he sought aid for the Florida endeavor from Queen Elizabeth. At first
supportive, the Queen changed her mind, perhaps not wishing to antagonize her brotherin-law Philip II of Spain, and ended up imprisoning Ribault. He spent the next three years
in the Tower of London, writing an account of his explorations in Florida (Ribault 1964).
Meanwhile, after a year without renewed supplies and conflict both with the Natives and
amongst themselves, the Charlesfort colonists faced disaster. A final desperate attempt
to build a ship and sail home resulted in a miserable voyage, complete with cannibalism,
before the survivors landed, and were subsequently imprisoned, in England (Bennett
2001:15–16,72,81–82,132).
Laudonnière, however, escaped persecution in France and after CatholicHuguenot hostilities ceased he was chosen by Coligny to lead a second expedition. In
March and April 1564 three ships were outfitted with munitions, agricultural equipment,
livestock, and supplies. Three hundred colonists, including women and men of all social
backgrounds, set sail on 22 April, and sighted the River of May on 24 June. An area on
the bluffs fronting the south bank of the river was chosen for the colony, which was
named La Caroline to honor King Charles. Construction began immediately on the
triangular Fort Caroline, with aid provided by the friendly Indians (Bennett 2001:19–20).
On 28 July, Laudonnière soon sent his ships back to France for more supplies and
500 additional colonists. At Fort Caroline the settlers began to establish their new home:
a flourmill, a blacksmithy, and a bakery were built, and regular religious services were
established. Exploration parties combed the countryside searching for gold, to no avail.
What was not prioritized was the clearing of land for planting crops. The dependence of
the colony on re-supply by ships from France was its fatal flaw.
The increasing scarcity of food and subsequent strained relations with the Indians,
the unmaterialized mineral wealth, and the general hardships lead to discontent,
resulting in open rebellions and even assassination plots against Laudonnière. In
November 1564, thirteen men stole a sailing barque from the colony to try their hand at
piracy in the Spanish Caribbean. No sooner had two new barques been completed then
another mutiny took place, this time with 66 men hijacking the vessels for piratical intents
(Armstrong 2001:13–14; Bennett 2001:30). By the following June, virtually all of the food
supplies were exhausted, no re-supply ships had arrived, and the decision was made to
abandon the colony. On 3 August 1565, however, as modifications were made to render
a leaky brigantine seaworthy, four sails were sighted on the horizon. This was not French
but an English fleet lead by Sir John Hawkins. The English brokered a trade with the
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beleaguered French: food and a sturdy vessel in return for cannon and powder
(Armstrong 2001:19–20; Bennett 2001:31–32). Just as the settlers were poised to depart, on
28 August, a new set of sails appeared. The re-supply fleet had finally arrived, and Jean
Ribault had returned to Florida.
Ribault had only been released from prison earlier that year, and had immediately
been commissioned to lead the relief mission to Florida. Ribault’s fleet consisted of seven
ships with armament and munitions, supplies, livestock, 500 soldiers, and as many as 500
more seamen and colonists (Lyon 1976:68; Armstrong 2001:156). But the nemesis of the
French colony, the Spaniard Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, would arrive with his own fleet
off the coast of Florida by the time Ribault anchored off the River of May. Menéndez was
charged not only with establishing a Spanish presence in Florida, but driving out the
French heretics once and for all. Under his command were five ships and 500 soldiers,
200 sailors, and 100 others (Lyon 1976:114).
The stage was set for a fast-moving endgame on 4 September, when Menéndez’
fleet arrived off the River of May. Ribault’s three smaller ships had been discharging their
troops and cargos and were light enough to have already crossed the bar at the river’s
mouth, but his four larger ships were anchored offshore. The two fleets identified
themselves verbally, and when the great Spanish galleass San Pelayo attempted to board
the French flagship La Trinité, the French vessels cut their anchor lines and escaped, amid
Spanish cannon fire. The Spaniards could not effectively pursue, as their ships’ rigging
had been damaged by storms, and Menéndez retreated southward to the next inlet to
establish a base of operations at what would become St. Augustine (Lyon 1976:111─114).
On 7 September 1565 a Spanish force had disembarked and began digging a
temporary defensive entrenchment, and the following day with great ceremony
Menéndez landed and formally took possession of the land for Spain. He also made the
decision to partially unload his damaged flagship San Pelayo, which at 906 tons was too
massive to enter the inlet, and quickly send it to Hispaniola rather than keep it exposed
in a position of danger. Ribault, meanwhile, saw a chance to demolish the Spanish forces
before they could fortify themselves and against Laudonnière’s objections, decided to
make a preemptive strike. Taking two days to assemble his forces, and conscripting a
portion of Laudonnière’s men, he set sail in his four largest ships with a force of 400
soldiers and 200 sailors (Lyon 1976:120; Bennett 2001:35–36).
Ribault’s plan almost worked. His fleet surprised the Spanish who were unloading
supplies near the St. Augustine bar at daybreak on 10 September. Menéndez barely
managed to make it across the bar. Ribault’s ships were too large to follow at low tide,
but instead sailed south to search for San Pelayo, which had departed only hours before
(Lyon 1976:120). Two days later the fateful storm struck. Either a nor’easter or a true
hurricane, the powerful winds drove Ribault’s fleet further south, and despite frantic
attempts to claw their way to deeper waters, all were run aground and shipwrecked.
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Three of the ships were lost in the vicinity of Ponce Inlet, broken to pieces in the surf,
while the flagship La Trinité was stranded intact on a sandbar 5 to 10 leagues further
south, towards Cape Canaveral (Lyon 1976:124).
Now it was Menéndez’ turn for a bold attack. He knew the French ships would
not be able to make their way back north, even if they had survived the storm, which was
still raging. Leaving a small force to guard St. Augustine, Menéndez and the bulk of his
men set out on 18 September on an overland march. At dawn on 20 September, the
Spanish launched a surprise assault, breached the walls, and took Fort Caroline. Around
130 were killed outright, 45 to 60 more (including Laudonnière) escaped, and 50 women,
children, and a few men were spared (Lyon 1976:121–122; Bennett 2001:37–41).
After an abortive parley attempt from on board one of Ribault’s smaller vessels
(Perle) anchored off the fort, the French sailed in their five remaining vessels downriver
to the comparative safety of the river mouth. After consolidating the scattered survivors,
a decision was made between Laudonnière and Ribault’s son Jacques. On 25 September
the three smaller vessels were scuttled, and the two remaining ships of Ribault’s fleet,
Perle and Levrière, sailed for France (Lyon 1976:123–124).
Menéndez left a garrison at the fort, renamed Fort San Mateo, and returned
triumphantly to St. Augustine on 27 September. The shipwrecked men from Ribault’s
four larger vessels, in contrast, were cast upon a hostile shore in a state of misery and had
begun the long march northward back to their fort, which could of course no longer
provide them refuge. They had gathered into two separate groups, the southern one
consisting of survivors from La Trinité and the northern group from the other ships (Lyon
1976:124). Menéndez met the first group on 29 September, having been notified by local
Indians of Frenchmen assembled at an inlet south of St. Augustine — traditionally
believed to be Matanzas Inlet, named for the massacre (Griffin 2001). After learning of
the fate of Fort Caroline, the survivors surrendered and put themselves at the mercy of
Menéndez. He showed little, however, sparing around a dozen or so and putting as many
as 111 to 200 to the sword (Lyon 1976:126).
The second group of survivors, along with Ribault, arrived at the same inlet and a
similar drama played out on 11 October. Negotiations between the two leaders resulted
in the same unconditional surrender, though this time around half of the total of perhaps
300 decided to take their chances in the wilderness and left Ribault to head back south.
Those who surrendered faced a similar fate as the first group. Between 5 and 16 were
spared, while between 70 and 150 were put to death (Lyon 1976:127–128). The final act
came on 1 November, when Menéndez lead an expedition south to locate the final French
survivors who had built a fortification on the beach with six cannon salvaged from La
Trinité. They fled upon the Spaniards’ arrival, though afterwards Menéndez offered
safety in return for surrender. He kept his pledge and around 75 were taken prisoner,
though around 20 or so refused and took their chances with the Surruque Indians rather
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than risk Spanish mercy (Lyon 1976:128–129). The French threat eliminated, Menéndez
focused on fortifying St. Augustine and other locations along the coast to consolidate
Spain’s claim to Florida. The last of the French survivors who refused surrender
disappeared into the wilderness and into history, though traces of their activities have
persisted in the archaeological record.
The Lost Ships
A great deal of information is known regarding Ribault’s fleet from the
documentary record (de Bry 2012; de Bry and Meide 2014). Most of these documents are
at the Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris, in the manuscript section (Département des
manuscrits), under BnF, français 21544. These include the original commissioning papers
for four of Ribault’s ships, which in 1993 were located and translated by John de Bry.
Another valuable document was a report by a Spanish spy in the French court, which
describes the fleet in detail. It survived in the Real Academia de Historia in Madrid (9-303;6271), and has been published in Tibesar (1955) and also, along with the commissioning
papers, in Armstrong (2001).
Ribault’s fleet consisted of seven ships, three smaller than 100 tons and four
greater. The smaller ships included La Perle (“Pearl”), commanded by Ribault’s son
Jacques, and La Levrière (“Greyhound”), which Laudonnière commanded on the final
voyage home. One of these was 80 tons and the other 70 tons. The smallest ship, L’Épaule
de Mouton (“Shoulder of Mutton”), measured 60 tons. Ribault successfully unloaded all
or most of the supplies from these ships at Fort Caroline, and they remained at the Fort
during Ribault’s attack, so were not wrecked by the storm. L’Épaule de Mouton appears to
have been one of the vessels scuttled at the mouth of the River May after the fall of Fort
Caroline, while the other two made it successfully back to Europe.
It was Ribault’s four larger ships that were wrecked somewhere between the
Ponce Inlet and Cape Canaveral. First was Ribault’s 32-gun flagship, La Trinité, owned
by the crown. It was a galleass, a hybrid warship propelled by both oars and sail, and a
relatively small one at around 150-160 tons. It does not appear that La Trinité was
unloaded before the storm, which makes it a particularly promising target for an
archaeological survey, both due to the presence of iron detectable by magnetometry and
the wealth of potentially preserved material culture. A significant amount of munitions,
armament, and supplies are listed on its 28 April 1565 manifest (Table 1) (Armstrong
2001:123–132). Iron objects which are likely preserved include 20 berches (large faucons or
falcons, a class of cannon) (Guérout 2011), four chiens (another artillery class), 977 cannon
balls, 300 iron pikes, 1,300 nails, 100 corsets of armor, 3,153 pounds of stock iron, two
anvils, a large iron bowl, a sheet of iron, and a variety of small items including tongs,
hooks, pincers, and other hand tools. Surviving crewmembers salvaged some of the
ship’s bronze cannon, but there is no other record of significant salvage activities taking
place. La Trinité was stranded on a sandbar for some time before succumbing to the
waves, suggesting that the shipwreck may be preserved in a more intact condition than
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the other three, which broke to pieces in the surf soon after running aground (Lyon
1976:124).
The vice-flagship was the 29-gun L’Émérillon (“Little Falcon”), also registering 150160 tons. She was owned by the King and built in the roberge style. This nomenclature is
not fully understood. Reith (2012) points out that the traditional definition of a roberge or
ramberge is related to the term “rowing barge,” and signifies a vessel propelled by oars
and sail in the tradition of the galleass. But he is wary of this interpretation, as this
definition may have changed over time, and there are no indications in the
aforementioned documents to suggest that the roberges featured oars. Armstrong (2001:3)
has interpreted this ship type as a “cargo carrying vessel with a rounded bow section and
square-tucked stern [differing] from the Galeass style . . .” This is closer to the “round”
ship, cited by Jenkins (1973:11) as one of the three main types of ships used by the French
navy at this time (the others being the “high-built” galleon and the galleass). Regardless
of her design, L’Émérillon had a sizable cargo (Table 2). Iron hardware on board at the
time of sinking include 18 cannon, seven “iron carriages” for bronze guns (probably
indicating iron wheels and axles), 380 cannon balls, 32 iron picks, and other hardware
and tools including hooks, hammers, pincers, and artillery wedges (from the 28 April
1565 manifest in Armstrong 2001:139–140).
La Truite (“Trout”) is another ship of similar tonnage, between 150 and 160.
Armstrong (2001:23) believes it to be another roberge. As its manifest has not been located,
its armament and cargo remains unknown, though they were probably similar in scope
and nature to the ships above.
The fourth ship was also named L’Émérillon, designated L’Émérillon (2) to
distinguish it from the first vessel. L’Émérillon (2) is the smallest of the lost ships, at 120
tons. It was privately owned and contracted by the crown, and according to Armstrong
(2001:23) was another roberge. The cargo and armament remains somewhat of a mystery,
as the ship’s full manifest is not extant and the surviving receipt signed by the captain
Vincent Collas lists only 48 cannon balls and 56 pounds of gunpowder (Armstrong
2001:142–143).
These last three shipwrecks were reported to have been driven aground and
subsequently broken to pieces by the crashing surf with the loss of many lives (Lyon
1976:124). Their remains may therefore be more scattered than La Trinité. It seems safe to
speculate that there was less of an opportunity to salvage these wrecks, as they would
have disappeared beneath the waves relatively quickly and, even with a significant
scatter of flotsam on the beach, been difficult to locate.
The Shipwreck Survivor Camps
During the winter of 1970-1971 a group of Central Florida relic hunters discovered
an archaeological site on the inland shore of the barrier island adjoining Mosquito Lagoon
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in Volusia County in what is now Canaveral National Seashore (Armstrong 2001:iv–vi;
Brewer and Horvath 2004:13). Over the next several months the group explored the site
and the surrounding area, locating two more related sites, all within 1.3 km of each other.
Using metal detectors, the treasure hunters recovered a variety of objects of European
origin, including large numbers of iron ship’s spikes, some jewelry, and numerous coins
dating to the 16th century. Though the group would disband after 1972, one of them,
Douglas Armstrong, became increasingly interested in the artifacts he retained,
speculating they might be associated with Ribault’s fleet. Almost 20 years after their
discovery, he contacted the National Park Service, who by then had become custodians
of the property, to report the finds and share the information he had gathered.
The initial site discovered was named Oyster Bay by Armstrong, who was the
appointed record-keeper for the metal detectorists. While still known by this name it is
now often referred to as the Armstrong Site, and has been assigned the Florida Master
Site File site number 8VO3128 (also known to the National Park Service as CANA-73).
The other sites discovered by Armstrong and his companions were the Pistol Point Site
(8VO3129, CANA-74) and the Silver Palm Site (8VO8883, CANA-99). A fourth site also
believed to be associated with the French shipwreck survivors is Oak Hill Mound
(8VO149), a massive shell midden built over centuries by the Surruque Timucuan peoples
who inhabited the area during the 1565 shipwreck event (Hann 1996:2,170). These sites
are all in the same area, a short distance from the beach, on the estuarine lagoon side of
the outer barrier island.
Armstrong (2001) believed these sites were encampments inhabited by survivors
from the French shipwrecks. Three months of systematic archaeological excavations
undertaken at the Armstrong Site by the National Park Service’s Southeastern
Archeological Center (SEAC) in 1990 and 1995 confirmed this interpretation (Brewer and
Horvath 2004:2,138–141). The most compelling evidence that this site was occupied by
Frenchmen, as opposed to Indians who may have salvaged shipwrecked material
themselves, came in the form of ship’s fasteners, many of which had been modified using
knowledge and technology available only to European craftsmen (Armstrong 2001:59–
60; Brewer and Horvath 2004:124–134). Numerous examples were found by Armstrong
in the 1970s and SEAC archaeologists in the 1990s of iron spikes cut or otherwise altered
through the use of a forge, a capability beyond the technical knowledge of Native
Floridians. It seems clear these spikes were being modified to make tools needed for
survival or trade, including hammerheads, points, awls, chisels, and drills (Figure 1). In
addition to tool-making, these metalworkers were also making jewelry, almost certainly
for trade, as they appear in styles (pendants, beads, plummets, etc., many fashioned from
reworked coins) that would have been appealing to the local Indians (Figure 2) (Brewer
and Horvath 2004:134,138). Contemporary European ceramics, including Normandy
stoneware, clothing adornments (buttons, buckles, and a hat pin), and weaponry
fragments were also unearthed, along with numerous French and Spanish coins
providing a terminus post quem of at least 1552 (Figure 3) (Brewer and Horvath 2004:138).
The evidence of French survivors living and working at these sites is beyond a reasonable
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doubt. Whether living with the Surruque or by themselves, they must have been
interacting with the natives, providing tools, weapons, and jewelry from the raw
materials salvaged from nearby shipwrecks, in return for food and protection from
Spanish authorities.
The Search for the Lost Ships
While a few attempts have been made to find Ribault’s ships using geophysical
devices on the beach (Brewer et al. 1998; Lundin 1999; Lundin et al. 2001), no remote
sensing surveys seeking their remains have ever been implemented in the marine
environment. Archaeologists conducting similar surveys elsewhere off Florida’s Atlantic
coast have attempted to reconstruct geomorphological landscape changes in order to
estimate where historic shorelines existed, most notably at St. Augustine (Franklin and
Morris 1996; Meide et al. 2010:5–9). St. Augustine has a continuous cartographic record
dating back to the 16th century, unlike the Canaveral area, despite its long history as a
named landmark. Estimating the 16th-century bathymetry and coastline here is
speculative.
Historical documentation provides some clues to the final disposition of these
ships. Menéndez described the final resting places of Ribault’s ships to the king in a 15
October 1565 letter preserved in the Archivo General de Indias in Seville (in Santo Domingo
231, also in the Stetson Collection at the University of Florida) (Lyon 1976:124). Three of
the four ships wrecked somewhere in the vicinity of Ponce Inlet, each stranded and
broken up by the heavy surf. La Trinité was lost five to ten leagues south of the other
wrecks, closer to the survivor campsites. We also know that La Trinité grounded intact,
trapped behind a sandbar instead of within the surf zone, and eventually sank there,
offshore the makeshift fort constructed by the final group of French survivors (Armstrong
2001:49). It seems plausible then, that La Trinité is more likely to remain offshore than
buried on the beach. This has been seen with other colonial ships on Florida’s Atlantic
coast, including the 1715 Spanish flota to the south (Burgess and Clausen 1976), and those
at St. Augustine, which are typically located along the five fathom (9.1 m) bathymetric
line.
The most important clue to the location of the wrecks are the survivor camps. Not
surprisingly, there is often a close correlation between the location of survivor camps and
shipwreck sites. Gibbs (2003:132) found that many survivor camps, like Armstrong, are
close to but not on the beachfront, in an area sheltered from the open ocean. The French
survivors were using salvaged materials, suggesting these camps were in the immediate
vicinity of one or more wrecks.
With these factors in mind, a survey area has been delineated by Lighthouse
Archaeological Maritime Program (LAMP) archaeologists directly offshore the location
of the terrestrial archaeological sites associated with the 1565 shipwreck survivors (Figure
4). The proposed search area measures approximately 5 nautical miles (9.26 km) in length,
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and extends from the beach about 0.75 km. A remote sensing survey of this scope could
be completed in around five ten-hour workdays. A crew will live aboard the research
vessel for this period to maximize efficiency. After ten full work days of magnetic and
acoustic data analysis back in the LAMP headquarters, a second field expedition
encompassing ten days of diving will be enacted to test the targets identified from the
geophysical survey (Table 4).
The proposed survey area falls primarily within the jurisdiction of the National
Park Service though it could possibly extend into waters of the State of Florida. The first
0.5 mile (0.80 km) from shore is included within the Canaveral National Seashore, though
the survey area skirts this border and some research activity may fall outside the National
Seashore and within the 3-mile (4.83 km) state water boundary. This project requires
permits from both the Park Service and the State.
The research vessel that will be used is the Roper, a 36 ft. (11 m), steel-hulled extrawler that has been converted into a diving and archaeological survey vessel. It is fitted
with a Caterpillar 3208 naturally aspirated 300 hp diesel engine and a 300 gallon fuel tank
(1100 nautical mile range). Roper is the primary research vessel for the Institute of
Maritime History (IMH) and is regularly provided to LAMP for the summer field season.
The survey methodology will be similar to that enacted for previous LAMP
geophysical surveys (Turner and Kennedy 2010; Meide et al. 2010:106–159). The primary
survey tools will include a Marine Magnetics Explorer Mini Magnetometer and Klein
System 3900 sidescan sonar, with a differential global positioning system (DGPS) ported
to each for accurate position acquisition (Gearhart 2011; Quinn 2011). Furthermore, if
additional grant funds are secured, a sub-bottom profiler will be acquired for the
duration of fieldwork. With lanes parallel to shore and spaced 20 m apart as
recommended by Bratten (2007), the initial survey block will consist of 38 lanes for a total
of 190 line miles (352 line kilometers). In practice the linear distance will be somewhat
shorter, as the most inshore lanes will, depending on the tide, be too shallow for a
research vessel to navigate.
If magnetic targets are buried, divers will probe beneath the sediment to confirm
the presence of wreckage. First divers will pinpoint the strongest magnetism using a
handheld magnetometer. Then a hydraulic probe, consisting of a three-meter long section
of pipe, connected by fire hose to a water pump on the vessel, will be deployed. It is sunk
into the sediment for its full length at one meter intervals along predetermined transects.
Extant remains from a buried wreck will result in a positive return, which is followed by
limited excavation by probe or dredge to better understand the nature of the object. This
methodology has proven successful at identifying buried shipwreck sites (Turner and
Kennedy 2010:12–13). All archaeological features or artifacts encountered will be
recorded in situ. If diagnostic artifacts are observed they will be temporarily collected for
recording, photography, and preliminary analysis to adequately assess any sites located
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in the survey area. All artifacts will then be returned to their original positions on or
under the seafloor. This temporary recording phase may include transporting the object
to a regional facility for x-ray analysis.
Conclusion
The significance of discovering any member of the Ribault fleet cannot be
overstated. Since the advent of underwater archaeology in Florida, archaeologists have
discussed the research potential of the 1565 French fleet (Cockrell 1983:214–215). Any of
Ribault’s ships, if found, would constitute the only 16 th-century French vessel known
anywhere in the New World. Complimenting that unique status is the fact that these
vessels were colonization ships, loaded with supplies deemed necessary to ensure the
survival of a fledgling settlement in a hostile environment. The fact that these ships never
had a chance to fully discharge their cargos at Fort Caroline (Lyon 1976:111–112) before
being swept up by the maelstrom of history means that a vast amount of material culture
related to the French colonization of Florida could potentially be preserved beneath the
waves. The closest parallel might be the La Belle, La Salle’s colonization vessel lost in
Texas in 1686 (Bruseth and Turner 2005). This ship was a time capsule lending great
insight into 17th century French activity in North America. An anthropologicallyoriented comparative study between the two French colonization ships and their cargos,
separated by a gulf of time and religious conviction, would be a uniquely significant
undertaking. Similarly, a cross-cultural comparison of the French colonization vessel
with those of the Spanish fleet lead by Tristan de Luna from the failed 1559 settlement
attempt of Pensacola would also yield fruitful results.
The potential for the study of these shipwrecks to broaden our knowledge of
colonialism and maritime history is immense. La Trinité and the other ships of Ribault’s
fleet represent a unique period and a pivotal moment in American history. The first
example of Europeans seeking religious freedom in America, the tragic consequences of
this expedition would affect not only a remote corner of the Florida wilderness but the
geopolitics and religious schism of two worlds at either end of the Atlantic, for centuries
to come. Their discovery will provide a unique insight into the earliest period of
colonization, and narrate a compelling and meaningful story for millions of Americans
just in time for the celebration of our nation’s oldest city’s 450th anniversary, and that of
the lost French fleet itself.
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TABLE 1
MANIFEST OF ARTILLERY AND EQUIPMENT FOR LA TRINITÉ, 28 APRIL 1565
No.
7
1
1
1
20

2
1
200
201
183
300
93
3
2
2
7
13

Object Description
middle-sized bronze artillery
pieces
small bronze culverine
bronze falcon
bronze falconet
iron berches (large falcons) stocked
with 12
bouettes and a lock
iron chiens each stocked with 4
bouettes and 2 servidors
English-type falconet
cannon balls for culverin
cannon balls for bastards
cannon balls cannon perrier
cannon balls for faulcons
cannon balls for faulconneau
bore worms for the large culverin
bore worms for the bastards
bore worms for the cannon perrier
rammers with their padding
iron pincers for the service of the
guns

No.
36
6
3
2
3

503

Object Description
picks
money barrels
grindstones
rafts
sacks to carry powder, one of
which is leather

pounds of rope to make recoil
rigging for the artillery
3153 pounds of stock iron in plates and
pieces
1
sheet of iron
1
large anvil
1
two-beaked anvil
1
great bellows for the forge
1
cover for the forge
1
table for the forge
1
turner for the furnace
4
furnace covers
1
tempered iron rod to stir the fire
3
barrels of charcoal
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1
14
72
60
1

jack for servicing the artillery
1
hammer
firing matches
1
skewer
firing sticks
1
large fork
vent picks
1
iron splitting tool
trunk in which to store the vent
1
large set of tongs
picks
4
lead shot molds
1
small set of tongs
1
shot mold
1
large iron bowl
800 pounds of lead to serve the
1
hatchet
arquebuses
1800 pieces of lead for making 510
100 corsets of armor, complete with
pounds of hail shot for arquebuses
arm and neck plates
fired from the fork
36 powder flasks for the arquebuses
300 buckets for the corsets
6
cartridge cases for the arquebuses
300 iron pikes
fired from the fork
100 cartridges of powder for the
24 false lances
arquebuziers
33 lengths of linen to make cartridges
6
maces
3
pounds of slow match
1
large hook
150 pounds of saltpeter
1
small hook
100 pounds of resin
100 nails, size poinsson
1
large wheel
100 nails, size demi-tillac
1
small wheel
100 nails, size patin
28 Pounds of meoches
1000 nails
100 chermieres
1000 rivets
5
brushes
1
hand drill with bits
2
large viz de pourcel
2
round drills
4
sets of pulley equipment
24 sheep skins
24 pulleys of all sorts
¼
of a cured beef hide
Source: Adapted from Armstrong (2001:130–132), original document from Bibliothèque
national de France, Département des manuscrits, BnF, français 21544, translated by John de
Bry.

TABLE 2
MANIFEST OF ARTILLERY AND EQUIPMENT FOR L’ÉMÉRILLON, 28 APRIL 1565
No.
Object Description
No.
Object Description
7
Bronze cannon mounted on iron
32 iron picks
carraiges, with wheels and axles
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2
7
18
2
500
140
40
200
90
50
38
12
4
6
14
3

espoires, with lorettes and one with
iron wedges
chargeoires of medium size with
loaders and escouvillons
iron cannon with two lorettes and
one iron wedge
firing matches
sets of wadding for iron & espoire
cannons
cannon balls, medium
cannon balls for espoire
cannon balls for berche
pounds gross grain powder
pounds medium grain powder
firing sticks
faulces sticks
iron pincers and pieces of iron
wooden levers
trisses garneys
wooden mallets

12

measures of myrrh

1

pound of string

12

sewing needles

3
1

money barrels
cured beef hide

5
1
1
6
24
10
10
20
12
12

sheep hides
powder sack
serrated hammer
lengths of linen to make cartridges
dardz de hune
pounds of sulpher
pounds of saltpeter
pounds of lead in blocks
hooks
crocs a trisse (may be related to
vougue à croc which is a type of
polearm)
Source: Adapted from Armstrong (2001:139–140), original document from Bibliothèque
national de France, Département des manuscrits, BnF, français 21544, translated by John de
Bry.
TABLE 3
PROJECT FIELDWORK SCHEDULE
Remote Sensing Survey, 14-20 July 2014
Cruise 1 Day 1
Depart St. Augustine for survey area
Days 2-6 Magnetic and acoustic survey operations covering entire survey
area
Day 7
Depart survey area for St. Augustine.
Analysis

Cruise 2

Remote Sensing Analysis, 24 July – 6 August 2014
10 working days of analysis at LAMP facilities in St. Augustine
Diving Operations (Team 1), 7 – 12 August 2014
Day 1
Depart St. Augustine for survey area
Days 2-6 Diving operations in survey area
Day 6
In afternoon, transit to Ponce Inlet or Cape Canaveral for crew
switch-out
Diving Operations (Team 2), 13-18 August 2014
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Cruise 3

Day 1
At survey area by morning to commence diving
Days 2-5 Diving operations in survey area
Day 6
Depart survey area for St. Augustine

FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1. Iron artifacts recovered from the Armstrong Site that were salvaged from
wreckage and modified by 1565 shipwreck survivors. At left, there are four examples of
ship’s fastener heads, which have been cut from their shanks by saw or chisel. Many
examples were found, and for the most part represent debitage from tool-making using
a forge and tools (Armstrong 2001:71). Some could have been meant to form hammer
heads by insertion into the striking face of a wooden mallet. At right are partially intact
ship’s spikes. Each displays clear evidence of using a forge to heat and then tools such
as saws, hammers, chisels, anvil, and clamps to remove stock iron for use in
constructing new tools (Armstrong 2001:68,69,72). (Photo by John de Bry, 2012.)
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FIGURE 2. Examples of jewelry recovered from the 1565 French shipwreck survivor
camps. Left: A bead fashioned from a rolled silver coin, a Spanish Charles and Johanna
four real believed to be from the late series (1542-1572). It was recovered from the Silver
Palm Site (Armstrong 2001:85). Center: One of four thin sheet gold pendants recovered,
believed to have been cut from a hammered French gold demi-ecu coin (Armstrong
2001:87). Right: A silver wedge chiseled from a late series Charles and Johanna four real
coin (1542-1572), intended to be a pendant or possibly a manicuring tool. It was chiseled
along the famed “Plus Ultra” inscription, which may indicate French rather than Indian
modification, and the edges were carefully filed (Armstrong 2001:85) (Photos by John
de Bry, 2012.)
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FIGURE 3. Examples of French coins recovered from the survivor camp sites. All are
silver douzaine from the reign of Henry II (1547-1559). Left: Minted at Saint-André de
Villeneuve-les-Avignon in 1550. Center: Minted at Rennes in 1552. Right: Minted at
Lyon in 1550. Note that the coins, which typically measure between 2.25 and 2.5 cm in
diameter, are not reproduced to exactly the same scale. (Photos by John de Bry, 2012.)
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FIGURE 4. Broad perspective view of the survey area and surrounding region. The
proposed survey area measures 5.0 by 0.4 nautical miles (9.26 by 0.75 km) and is located
about midway between Cape Canaveral and Ponce Inlets, in Canaveral National
Seashore waters. The exact location of the survivor camps adjacent to the survey area is
not shown to help protect those archaeological sites (Graphic by Brendan Burke and
Chuck Meide, courtesy of LAMP, 2014.)
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